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BERNHARD LANGER:  Hit two perfect shots.  If I hit bad shots I don't mind it, but I hit two 

perfect shots and the wind came up and three-putted.  So yeah, it's not a good way to finish 

but it is what it is.  Played well all day.  Made two bogeys hitting my two best shots.  Just two 

gusts of wind got me.  What else? 

 

Q.  So you're in contention here.  What's your outlook heading into tomorrow knowing 

that everyone seems to be scoring really well, it's a jam-packed leaderboard? 

 

BERNHARD LANGER:  I have to play aggressive and play well and hopefully make a 

bunch of putts, that's what it comes down to.  Feel like I'm swinging well enough to put 

myself in contention, it's just a matter of the putts dropping. 

 

Q.  Last year's winning score was minus 13, looks like it's probably going to be lower 

this year.  What do you think about the way the course is playing?  

 

BERNHARD LANGER:  The course is playing great, the weather's good, the course is 

presenting itself very nicely.  The wind makes it tricky.  As I said, I hit actually my two best 

shots that caused me to make two bogeys, but otherwise, you know, if the wind is down, the 

course is there for the taking. 

 

Q.  So that result is not uncommon among the players on the 18th hole.  Why do you 

think that 18th hole is so much more challenging than anything else that's out here? 

 

BERNHARD LANGER:  Why do you think?  There's water left, there's water right, it's a 

tough green.  That's why.  You don't want to go long with your second shot, so you're putting 

downhill.  But it's a tricky tee shot and like, you know, Mike Grob I played with hit a pretty 

decent shot and it just rolled and rolled and rolled and ended up in the water.  If you go left, 

it's a dangerous play. 

 

Q.  So Dave put out a stat yesterday about how you had gone 141 consecutive holes 

without a three-putt.    

 

BERNHARD LANGER:  Every stat comes in sooner or later. 
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